Code of Conduct -

Huntly Community Board

Adopted on
18 February 2020

1.

Introduction

The Code of Conduct (“the Code”) sets out the standards of behaviour expected from
community board members (“members”, and individually “a member”) in the exercise of their
duties. Its purpose is to:
•

enhance the effectiveness of the local authority and the provision of good local government
for the community and district;

•

promote effective decision-making and community engagement;

•

enhance the credibility and accountability of the local authority to its communities; and

•

develop a culture of mutual trust, respect and tolerance between the members of the local
authority and between the members and management.

This purpose is given effect through the values, roles, responsibilities and specific behaviours
agreed in the Code.

2.

Scope

The Code has been adopted in accordance with clause 15(1) of Schedule 7 of the Local
Government Act 2002 (LGA 2002) and applies to all members.
The Code is designed to deal with the behaviour of members towards:
•

each other;

•

the chief executive and staff;

•

the media; and

•

the general public.

It is also concerned with the disclosure of information that members receive in their capacity as
members and information which impacts on the ability of the local authority to give effect to its
statutory responsibilities.
The community board may, by resolution of 75 percent or more, change or replace the Code at
any time. The Code should be read in conjunction with the community board’s Standing Orders
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3.

Values

The Code is designed to give effect to the following values with which all members have agreed to
comply:
1.

Public interest: members will serve the best interests of the people within their
community and district and discharge their duties conscientiously, to the best of their
ability.

2.

Public trust: members, in order to foster community confidence and trust in their
community board and Council, will work together constructively and uphold the values of
honesty, integrity, accountability and transparency.

3.

Ethical behaviour: members will not place themselves in situations where their
honesty and integrity may be questioned, will not behave improperly and will avoid the
appearance of any such behaviour.

4.

Objectivity: members will make decisions on merit; including appointments, awarding
contracts, and recommending individuals for rewards or benefits.

5.

Respect for others: will treat people, including other members, with respect and
courtesy, regardless of their race, age, religion, gender, sexual orientation, or
disability. Members will respect the impartiality and integrity of Council staff.

6.

Duty to uphold the law: members will comply with all legislative requirements
applying to their role, abide by the Code of Conduct, and act in accordance with the
trust placed in them by the public.

7.

Equitable contribution: members will take all reasonable steps to ensure they fulfil
the duties and responsibilities of office, including attending meetings and workshops,
preparing for meetings, attending civic events, and participating in relevant training
seminars.

8.

Leadership: members will actively promote and support these principles and
ensure they are reflected in the way in which the community board operates,
including a regular review and assessment of the community board’s collective
performance.

These values complement, and work in conjunction with, the principles of s14 of the LGA 2002
and the governance principles of s39 of the LGA 2002.
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4.

Role and responsibilities

Good governance requires clarity of roles and respect between those charged with
responsibility for the leadership of their communities and those responsible for advice and the
implementation of community board decisions. The key roles are:

4.1

Members

The role of the community board includes:
•

represent, and act as an advocate for, the interests of its community;

•

consider and report on all matters referred to it by, or on behalf of, the Council, or any
matter of interest or concern to the community board;

•

maintain an overview of services provided by the Council within the community;

•

prepare an annual submission to the Council for expenditure within the community as part of
the Council’s Annual or Long Term Plan;

•

communicate with community organisations and special interest groups within the
community; and

•

undertake any other responsibilities that are delegated to it by the Council.

Members are committed to achieving the highest standards of conduct and behaviour at all times
and will carry out their role to the best of their skill and judgment. To achieve this, members
should:
•

take responsibility for ensuring that they understand their roles and responsibilities and the
Code;

•

attend all meetings (including external organisations to which they are appointed), working
groups (as appropriate) and any appropriate training opportunities provided by Council;

•

come to meetings prepared, including having read relevant material;

•

seek personal and skill development opportunities to effectively fulfil their statutory
declaration of office and contribute to the good governance of the community;

•

maintain an appropriate standard of dress at public meetings, events or functions that does
not discredit the community board or Council. Generally, the more formal the occasion, the
more formal the standard of dress required.

4.2

Community Board Chairperson

A community board chairperson presides over all meetings of the community board, ensuring
that the community board acts within the powers delegated by the Council and the orderly
conduct of business during board meetings (as determined by Standing Orders).
The board chairperson may be called on to act as official spokespersons on issues within the
terms of reference for their boards.
Chairpersons may be removed from office by resolution of the community board. The
community board may also appoint a deputy chairperson, who shall fulfil the functions of the chair
when the chairperson is absent.
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4.3

Chief executive

The role of the chief executive includes:
•

implementing the decisions of the Council and community boards;

•

ensuring that all responsibilities delegated
performed or exercised;

•

ensuring the effective and efficient management of the activities of the local authority;

•

maintaining systems to enable effective planning and accurate reporting of the financial and
service performance of the local authority;

•

providing leadership for the staff of the Council;

•

employing staff on behalf of the Council (including negotiation of the terms of employment
for those staff); and

•

lodging with the Ethics Committee (refer to section 11.2) any complaint against a member,
including any justified complaint under the Code made to the chief executive by an employee
of Council.

to

the chief

executive are properly

Note:
-

“employee” in this context includes any contractor or subcontractor, or their
employees;

-

whether a complaint from staff is justified under the Code will be determined by the
chief executive.

Under s42 of the LGA 2002 the chief executive is the only person directly employed by the
Council itself. All concerns about the performance of an individual staff member must, in the
first instance, be referred to the chief executive.
The community board and its members’ day-to- day dealings with the chief executive should
recognise the statutory responsibilities of the chief executive for the effective management of
Council staff and for implementing the decisions of the Council and the community board.
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5.

Relationships

This section of the Code sets out agreed standards of behaviour between members; members
and staff; and members and the public. Any failure by members to meet the standards set out in
this section represents a breach of this Code. For clarity, this section includes (but is not limited
to) any written communication between members, or from a member, including through social
media platforms.

5.1

Relationships between members

Given the importance of relationships to the effective performance of the community board,
members will conduct their dealings with each other in a manner that:
•

maintains public confidence;

•

is open and honest;

•

is courteous;

•

is focused on issues rather than personalities;

•

avoids abuse of meeting procedures, such as a pattern of unnecessary notices of
motion and/or repetitious points of order; and

•

avoids aggressive, offensive or abusive conduct, including the use of disrespectful or
malicious language.

Please note that nothing in this section of the Code is intended to limit robust debate within the
community board as long as it is conducted in a respectful and insightful manner.

5.2

Relationships with the chief executive and staff

Members should be aware that failure to observe the standards in section 5.2 of the
Code may compromise the Council’s obligations to act as a good employer and may
expose the Council to civil litigation and/or audit sanctions.
An important element of good governance involves the relationship between the Council and its
chief executive. Members will respect arrangements put in place to facilitate this relationship,
and:
•

raise any concerns about employees, officers or contracted officials with the chief
executive only;

•

raise any concerns about the performance or behaviour of the chief executive with the
mayor or the chairperson of the Chief Executive Performance Review Committee (or its
successors);

•

make themselves aware of the obligations that the Council and the chief executive have as
employers and observe those requirements at all times, such as the duty to be a good
employer;

•

treat all employees with courtesy and respect and avoid publicly criticising or rebutting
any employee, especially in ways that reflect on the competence and integrity of the
employee;
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•

not commit any aggressive, offensive, or abusive, conduct towards any employee (including
intimidation or harassment);

•

observe any protocols put in place by the chief executive concerning contact between
members and employees;

•

avoid doing anything which might compromise, or could be seen as compromising, the
impartiality of an employee, including not improperly influencing staff in the normal
undertaking of their duties;

•

avoid any act or decision which might put staff at risk from a health and safety perspective.

5.3

Relationship with the public

Given the essential role that democratic local government plays in our communities it is
important that community boards earn the respect and trust of their citizens. To facilitate this
respect and trust members will:
•

interact with members of the public in a fair, respectful, equitable and honest manner;

•

be available to listen and respond openly and honestly to community concerns;

•

consider all points of view or interests when participating in debate and making decisions;

•

treat members of the public in a courteous manner;

•

represent the views of citizens and organisations accurately, regardless of the member’s
own opinions of the matters raised;

•

act in a way that upholds the reputation of the local authority and values community
involvement in local democracy;

•

avoid any act or decision which might put members of the public and community at risk in
line with the Council’s Zero Harm strategy.
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6.

Media and Social Media

The media play an important part in the operation and efficacy of local democracy. In order to
fulfil this role the media needs access to accurate and timely information about the affairs of
Council.
From time to time individual members will be approached to comment on a particular issue
either on behalf of the community board, or as a member in their own right. When responding to
requests for comment, members must be mindful that operational questions should be referred
to the chief executive and policy-related questions referred to the mayor, or the member with
the appropriate delegated authority.
When speaking to the media more generally members will abide by the following provisions. Any
failure by members to meet the standards below can represent a breach of the Code.

6.1

Media contact on behalf of the Council

The mayor is the first point of contact for an official view on any issue, unless delegations state
otherwise. Where the mayor is absent, requests for comment will be referred to the deputy
mayor or relevant committee chairperson.
The mayor may refer any matter to the relevant committee or community board chairperson or
to the chief executive for their comment.
No other member may comment on behalf of the Council without having first obtained the
approval of the mayor or, if the mayor is not available, the chief executive.

6.2

Media comment on a member’s own behalf

Members are free to express a personal view in the media, at any time, provided the following
rules are observed:
•

media comments must not state or imply that they represent the views of the
Council or the community board (unless the member has been delegated to do so);

•

media comments which are contrary to a Council or community board decision or
policy must clearly state that they do not represent the views of the majority of members;

•

media comments must observe the other requirements of the Code; for example,
comments should not disclose confidential information, criticise, or compromise the
impartiality or integrity of staff or other members; and avoids aggressive, offensive or
abusive comments which reflects adversely on a member, the Council, or the community
board;

•

media comments must not be misleading and should be accurate within the bounds of
reasonableness;

•

media comments must not provide a pre-determined view on a report or decision that has
yet to be presented to the community board;

•

social media pages controlled by members and used for making observations relevant to
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their role as a members should be open and transparent, except where abusive or
inflammatory content is being posted; and
•

social media posts about other members, Council staff or the public must be consistent
with section 5 of this Code. (See Appendix A for guidelines on a member’s personal use
of social media).
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7.

Information

Failure to observe the provisions in this section 7 may impede the performance of
the Council by inhibiting information flows and undermining public confidence. It
may also expose the Council to prosecution under the Privacy Act and/or civil
litigation. A breach of confidentiality could also indicate a lack of good faith which
may be relevant to the assessment of personal liability (see explanation of sections
43 to 47 of the LGA 2002 set out in Appendix B of the Code).
Any alleged failure by members to act in the manner described in this section 7,
where a complaint is submitted to the chief executive under section 11.3, will be
treated seriously and will immediately be referred by the Ethics Committee to an
independent investigator for assessment under section 11.5 and Appendix C of this
Code.
Access to information is critical to the effective performance of a local authority and the level of
public trust felt by the public.

7.1

Confidential information

In the course of their duties members will occasionally receive, or have access to, information
that is confidential. This may include information:
•

that is either commercially sensitive or is personal to a particular individual or
organisation; and

•

received at meetings or workshops which are closed to the public or information that
is identified as confidential.

Members must not use or disclose confidential information for any purpose other than the
purpose for which the information was supplied to the member.

7.2 Information received in capacity as an member
Members will disclose to other members and, where appropriate the chief executive, any
information received in their capacity as a member that concerns the Council’s or community
board’s ability to give effect to its responsibilities.
Members who are offered information on the condition that it remains confidential will inform
the provider of the information that it is the member’s duty to disclose the information and will
decline the offer if that duty is likely to be compromised.
Members are accountable to the public:
•

All official information held by them personally, whether on Council equipment or their
own personal equipment is subject to the LGOIMA.
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•

Official information, if sought as part of a request, must be made available immediately to
the chief executive (or nominee) so that it can be assessed in terms of the requirements of
the LGOIMA.
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8.

Conflicts of Interest

Failure to observe the requirements of the Local Authorities (Members’ Interests)
Act 1968 could potentially invalidate the decision made, or the action taken, by the
Council or community board. Failure to observe these requirements could also
leave the member open to prosecution (see Appendix B). In the event of a
conviction, elected members can be removed from office.
Members will maintain a clear separation between their personal interests and their duties as
members in order to ensure that they are free from bias (whether real or perceived). Members
therefore must familiarise themselves with the provisions of the Local Authorities (Members’
Interests) Act 1968 (LAMIA).
Ultimately, it is up to each member’s own judgement as to whether they have an interest that
needs to be disclosed or declared, and what action they take (if any) as a consequence.
The requirements cover two classes of conflict of interest:
•

A financial (or pecuniary) conflict of interest: is one where a decision or act of the
governing body could reasonably give rise to an expectation of financial gain or loss to a
member.
A financial conflict of interest need not involve cash changing hands directly. It could, for
example, relate to an effect on the value of land or shares that the member owns, or an
effect on the turnover of a business that the member is involved in.
There are particularly strict provisions (and penalties) relating to dealing with a financial
conflict of interest.

•

A non-financial conflict of interest does not have a personal financial component. It
may arise, for example, from a personal relationship, or involvement with a non-profit
organisation, or from conduct that indicates prejudice or predetermination.

Members will not participate in any community board discussion or vote on any matter in which
they have a pecuniary interest, other than an interest in common with the general public. This
rule also applies where the member’s spouse or partner contracts with the authority or has a
pecuniary interest. Members shall make a declaration of interest as soon as practicable after
becoming aware of any such interests.
If a member is in any doubt as to whether or not a particular course of action (including a
decision to take no action) raises a conflict of interest, then the member should seek guidance
from the chief executive or their own legal adviser immediately. Members may also contact the
Office of the Auditor General for guidance as to whether they have a pecuniary interest, and if so,
may seek an exemption to allow that member to participate or vote on a particular issue in which
they may have a pecuniary interest. The latter must be done before the discussion or vote.
Appendix B of this Code sets out more information on members’ conflict of interest
requirements. Members must fully acquaint themselves, and adhere strictly to, these
requirements.
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8.1 Register of Interests
Members are required to complete declarations of interest following their inauguration, and to
update their declarations biannually at the request of the chief executive or his/her nominee.
These declarations are recorded in a Register of Interests maintained by the Council. The
declaration must include information on the nature and extent of any interest, including (but
not limited to):
a)

any employment, trade or profession carried on by the member or the members’
spouse or partner for profit or gain;

b)

any company, trust, partnership etc for which the member or their spouse is a
director, partner or trustee;

c)

the address of any land in which the member has a beneficial interest within the
jurisdiction of the Council; and

d)

the address of any land owned by the local authority in which the member or their
spouse is:

e)

•

a tenant; or

•

the land is tenanted by a firm in which the member or spouse is a partner, a
company of which the member or spouse is a director, or a trust of which the
member or spouse is a trustee:

any other matters which the public might reasonably regard as likely to influence the
member’s actions during the course of their duties as a member (if the member is in any
doubt on this, the member should seek guidance from the chief executive).

The Register of Members’ Interests will be maintained by Council’s Democracy Manager. For
members, the Register (or a fair and accurate summary of its contents) will be available for
public inspection. A summary will be published on the Council’s website.
Please note: Each member is responsible for advising the chief executive or Democracy
Manager of any update to the Register of Interests as soon as practicable, where that member’s
circumstances has changed.
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9.

Ethical behaviour

Members will seek to promote the highest standards of ethical conduct. Accordingly members
must:
•

claim only for legitimate expenses as determined by the Remuneration Authority and any
lawful policy of the Council developed in accordance with that determination;

•

not influence, or attempt to influence, any Council employee, officer, contractor or
member in order to benefit their own, or families personal or business interests; and

•

only use the Council resources (such as facilities, staff, equipment and supplies) in the
course of their duties and not in connection with any election campaign or personal
interests, and comply with any protocols circulated by the chief executive in this regard.

9.1

Gifts and hospitality

A person in a position of trust, such as a member, should not make a profit through his or her
office. The Crimes Act 1961 and the Secret Commissions Act 1910 deals with corruption and the
obtaining of gifts as an inducement or reward for acts in relation to the Council’s affairs (refer to
Appendix B). Gifts can include discounts, commissions, bonuses or deductions.
Acceptance of gifts, services or hospitality may be considered as a bribe or perceived as undue
influence. Members must:
•

not solicit, demand, or request any gift, reward or benefit by virtue of their position; and

•

notify the Democracy Manager (or delegate) if any gifts are accepted. Where a gift to the
value of $100 or more is offered to a member, it will also be included in the Register of
Members’ Interests maintained by the Council.

As guidance:
•

The cumulative value of recurring gifts received each financial year from the same donor
must be disclosed. For example, if someone provides a member with concert tickets at
different times through the year, the total value of those tickets over the relevant financial
year is to be disclosed.

•

A member is not required to disclose tickets to events for which that member is required
to attend as the Council’s appointed representative.

•

Working lunches and social occasions should be undertaken with recognition of the public
perception regarding undue influence on members.

9.2

Undischarged bankrupt

In accordance with clause 15(5) of Schedule 7 (LGA 2002) any member who is an “undischarged
bankrupt” will notify the chief executive prior to the inaugural meeting or as soon as practicable
after being declared bankrupt. The member will also provide the chief executive with a brief
explanatory statement of the circumstances surrounding the member’s adjudication and the
likely outcome of the bankruptcy.
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Any failure by members to comply with the provisions set out in this section 9 represents
a breach of the Code.

10. Creating a supportive and inclusive environment
In accordance with the purpose of the Code, members agree to take all reasonable steps in
order to participate in activities scheduled to promote a culture of mutual trust, respect and
tolerance. These include:
•

Attending post-election induction programmes organised by the Council for the purpose
of facilitating agreement on the Council’s vision, goals and objectives and the manner and
operating style by which members will work.

•

Taking part in any assessment of the community board’s overall performance and
operating style during the triennium.

•

Taking all reasonable steps to ensure they possess the skills and knowledge to effectively
fulfil their declaration of office and contribute to the good governance of the board’s
community.
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11. Breaches of the Code
Members must comply with the provisions of the Code (LGA 2002, schedule 7, s15(4)). Any
member, or the chief executive, who believes that the Code has been breached by the behaviour
of a member, may make a complaint to that effect. All complaints will be considered in a manner
that is consistent with the following principles.

11.1 Principles:
The following principles will guide any processes for investigating and determining whether or
not a breach under the Code has occurred:
•

that the approach for investigating and assessing a complaint will be proportionate to
the apparent seriousness of the alleged breach;

•

that the processes of complaint, investigation, advice and decision-making will be kept
separate as appropriate to the nature and complexity of the alleged breach; and

•

that the concepts of natural justice and fairness will apply in the determination of any
complaints made under the Code. This requires, conditional on the nature of an alleged
breach, that affected parties:
o

have a right to know that an investigation process is underway;

o

are given due notice and are provided with an opportunity to be heard;

o

have a right to seek appropriate advice and be represented; and

o

have their privacy respected.

11.2 Ethics Committee and Panel of Investigators
Shortly after the start of each triennium, an Ethics Committee will be established and a panel of
independent investigators will be appointed.
Ethics Committee
The Ethics Committee will comprise the mayor and two councillors, together with an alternate
councillor; the Council appointing the councillors to this committee. In the event that:
•

the mayor has made, or is the subject of, a complaint under the Code, the deputy mayor
will take his/her place on the Ethics Committee in relation to that complaint; or

•

a councillor on the Ethics Committee has made, or is the subject of, a complaint under the
Code, the mayor (or deputy mayor) will appoint the alternate councillor to the committee
in relation to that complaint.

Panel of Investigators
On behalf of the Council, the chief executive will prepare, in consultation with the mayor, a list of
investigators for the purpose of undertaking an assessment of complaints (when required) and
making recommendations to the Council.
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The chief executive may prepare a list specifically for the Council, prepare a list jointly with
neighbouring councils or contract with an agency capable of providing appropriate investigators.
For clarity, neither the Ethics Committee nor the Panel of Independent Investigators is a
committee of the Council for the purpose of the LGA 2002.

11.3 Complaints
All complaints made under the Code must be made in writing and forwarded to the chief
executive. On receipt of the complaint the chief executive must forward the complaint to the chair
of the Ethics Committee for a preliminary assessment to determine whether the issue is sufficiently
serious to warrant a full investigation.
Only members or the chief executive (either for him/herself or on behalf of an employee under
section 4.3 of the Code), who believe that the Code has been breached by the behaviour or action
of a member, may make a complaint to that effect. A complaint may be made as a result of a single
incident or as the culmination of a series of incidents.
Before making a complaint, members are encouraged to resolve the matter by discussion with the
member alleged to have committed the breach.

11.4 Investigation, advice and decision
The process, following receipt of a complaint, will follow the steps outlined in Appendix C.

11.5 Materiality
An alleged breach under the Code is material if, in the opinion of an independent investigator, it
would, if proven, bring a member, the Council, or the community board into disrepute or, if not
addressed, reflect adversely on another member of the Council or community board.
An alleged breach under this Code is non-material if, in the opinion of the Ethics Committee or an
independent investigator (as appropriate), any adverse effects are minor and no (further)
investigation is warranted.
A complaint in relation to an alleged breach of section 7 of the Code (Information) will
automatically be considered material and referred to an independent investigator for assessment.

11.6 Penalties and actions
Where a complaint is determined to be material and referred to the Council the nature of any
penalty or action will depend on the seriousness of the breach.

Material breaches
In the case of material breaches of the Code, the Council may require one of the following:
1.

a letter of censure to the member;

2.

a request (made either privately or publicly) for an apology;

3.

a vote of no confidence in the member;

4.

removal of certain Council-funded privileges (such as attendance at conferences);

5.

recommendation for removal of responsibilities, such as community board chair,
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deputy chair or committee chair;
6.

restricted entry to Council offices, such as no access to staff areas (where
restrictions may not previously have existed);

7.

limitation on any dealings with Council staff so that they are confined to the chief
executive only;

8.

suspension or removal from committees or other bodies; or

9.

an invitation for the member to consider resigning from the Council.

The Council may decide that a penalty will not be imposed where a respondent agrees to one or
more of the following instead:
•

attend a relevant training course; and/or

•

work with a mentor for a period of time; and/or

•

participate in voluntary mediation (if the complaint involves a conflict between two
members); and/or

•

tender an unreserved apology.

The process is based on the presumption that the outcome of a complaints process will be made
public unless one of the grounds in the LGOIMA applies to withhold the information.

Statutory breaches
In cases where a breach of the Code is found to involve regulatory or legislative requirements, the
complaint will be referred to the relevant agency. For example:
•

breaches relating to members’ interests (where members may be liable for
prosecution by the Auditor-General under the LAMIA);

•

breaches which result in the Council suffering financial loss or damage (where the
Auditor-General may make a report on the loss or damage under s44 LGA 2002
which may result in the member having to make good the loss or damage); or

•

breaches relating to the commission of a criminal offence which will be referred to the
Police (which may leave the member liable for criminal prosecution).

11.7 Breaches of the Code during meetings
It is expected that compliance with the provisions of this Code during a meeting shall be dealt
with by the chairperson of that meeting, within Standing Orders, at the time the breach arises.
Members should raise alleged breaches of the Code with the chairperson at the time. If a
member believes that an alleged breach of the Code has not been dealt with adequately by the
chairperson at a meeting, that member may initiate the procedures set out in section 11.3 and
Appendix C in the Code.
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12. Review
Once adopted, a Code of Conduct continues in force until amended by the community board.
The Code can be amended at any time but should not be revoked unless the community board
replaces it with another Code. Once adopted, amendments to the Code require a resolution
supported by 75 per cent of the members of the community board present at a community
board meeting where the amendment is considered.
The community board may formally review the Code as soon as practicable after the beginning of
each triennium. The results of that review will be considered by the community board in regard
to potential changes for improving the Code.
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Appendix A: Guidelines on the personal use of social media
There’s a big difference in speaking “on behalf of Council” and speaking “about” the Council.
While your rights to free speech are respected, please remember that citizens and colleagues have
access to what you post. The following principles are designed to help you when engaging in
personal or unofficial online communications that may also refer to your community board or
the Council.
1.

Adhere to the Code of Conduct and other applicable policies. Council policies and
legislation, such as LGOIMA and the Privacy Act 1993, apply in any public setting where you
may be making reference to the Council or its activities, including the disclosure of any
information online.

2.

You are responsible for your actions. Anything you post that can potentially damage
the community board or Council’s image will ultimately be your responsibility. You are
encouraged to participate in the social media but in so doing you must exercise sound
judgment and common sense.

3.

Be an “advocate” for compliments and criticism. Even if you are not an official online
spokesperson for the community board, you are one of its most important advocates for
monitoring the social media landscape. If you come across positive or negative remarks
about the community board or Council or its activities online that you believe are important
you are encouraged to share them with the Council’s Communications Team.

4.

Let the subject matter experts respond to negative posts. Should you come across
negative or critical posts about the community board or Council or its activities you should
consider referring the posts to the relevant authorised spokesperson, unless that is a role
you hold, in which case consider liaising with your communications staff before responding.

5.

Take care mixing your political (Council) and personal lives. Members need to
take extra care when participating in social media. The public may find it difficult to separate
personal and Council personas. Commenting online in any forum, particularly if your opinion
is at odds with what Council is doing, can bring you into conflict with the Code should it not
be clear that they are your personal views.

6.

Never post sensitive and confidential information provided by the Council, such as
confidential items, public excluded reports and/or commercially sensitive information. Such
disclosure will contravene the requirements of the Code.

7.

Members’ social media pages should be open and transparent. When commenting
on matters related to the community board or the Council, no members should represent
themselves falsely via aliases or differing account names or block. Neither should they block
any post on any form of social media that they have control over unless there is clear
evidence that the posts are actively abusive. Blocking constructive debate or feedback can
be seen as bringing the whole Council into disrepute.
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Appendix B: Legislation bearing on the role and conduct of
members
This is a summary of the legislative requirements that have some bearing on the duties and
conduct of members. The full statutes can be found at www.legislation.govt.nz.

The Local Authorities (Members’ Interests) Act 1968
The Local Authorities (Members’ Interests) Act 1968 (LAMIA) provides rules about members
discussing and voting on matters in which they have a pecuniary interest and about contracts
between members and the community board.
A pecuniary interest is likely to exist if a matter under consideration could reasonably give rise
to an expectation of a gain or loss of money for a member personally (or for their spouse or a
company in which they have an interest). In relation to pecuniary interests the LAMIA applies
to both contracting and participating in decision-making processes.
With regard to pecuniary or financial interests a person is deemed to be “concerned or
interested” in a contract or interested “directly or indirectly” in a decision when:
•

a person, or spouse or partner, is “concerned or interested” in the contract or
where they have a pecuniary interest in the decision; or

•

a person, or their spouse or partner, is involved in a company that is “concerned or
interested” in the contract or where the company has a pecuniary interest in the
decision.

There can also be additional situations where a person is potentially “concerned or interested”
in a contract or have a pecuniary interest in a decision, such as where a contract is between a
members’ family trust and the community board.
Determining whether a pecuniary interest exists
Members are often faced with the question of whether or not they have a pecuniary interest
in a decision and if so whether they should participate in discussion on that decision and vote.
When determining if this is the case or not the following test is applied:
“…whether, if the matter were dealt with in a particular way, discussing or voting on that matter
could reasonably give rise to an expectation of a gain or loss of money for the member
concerned.” (OAG, 2001)
In deciding whether you have a pecuniary interest, members should consider the following
factors.
•

What is the nature of the decision being made?

•

Do I have a financial interest in that decision - do I have a reasonable expectation of
gain or loss of money by making that decision?

•

Is my financial interest one that is in common with the public?

•

Do any of the exceptions in the LAMIA apply to me?
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•

Could I apply to the Auditor-General for approval to participate?

Members may seek assistance from the mayor/chair or other person to determine if they should
discuss or vote on an issue but ultimately it is their own judgment as to whether or not they
have pecuniary interest in the decision. Any member who is uncertain as to whether they have
a pecuniary interest is advised to seek legal advice. Where uncertainty exists members may
adopt a least-risk approach which is to not participate in discussions or vote on any decisions.
Members who do have a pecuniary interest will declare the pecuniary interest to the meeting
and not participate in the discussion or voting. The declaration and abstention needs to be
recorded in the meeting minutes. (Further requirements are set out in the community board’s
Standing Orders.)
The contracting rule
A member is disqualified from office if he or she is “concerned or interested” in contracts with
their community board if the total payments made, or to be made, by or on behalf of the
community board exceed $25,000 in any financial year. The $25,000 limit includes GST. The
limit relates to the value of all payments made for all contracts in which you are interested
during the financial year. It does not apply separately to each contract, nor is it just the
amount of the profit the contractor expects to make or the portion of the payments to be
personally received by you.
The Auditor-General can give prior approval, and in limited cases, retrospective approval for
contracts that would otherwise disqualify you under the Act. It is an offence under the Act for
a person to act as a member of the Council (or community board) while disqualified.
Non-pecuniary conflicts of interest
In addition to the issue of pecuniary interests, rules and common law govern conflicts of interest
more generally. These rules apply to non-pecuniary conflicts of interest, including common law
rules about bias. In order to determine if bias exists or not, members need to ask:
“Is there a real danger of bias on the part of the member of the decision-making body, in the
sense that he or she might unfairly regard with favour (or disfavour) the case of a party to the
issue under consideration?”
The question is not limited to actual bias, but relates to the appearance or possibility of bias
reflecting the principle that justice should not only be done, but should be seen to be
done. Whether or not members believe they are not biased is irrelevant.
Members should focus on the nature of the conflicting interest or relationship and the risk it
could pose for the decision-making process. The most common risks of non-pecuniary bias are
where:
•

members’ statements or conduct indicate that they have predetermined the
decision before hearing all relevant information (that is, members have a “closed
mind”); and

•

members have a close relationship or involvement with an individual or
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organisation affected by the decision.
In determining whether or not they might be perceived as biased, members must also take into
account the context and circumstance of the issue or question under consideration. For
example, if a member has stood on a platform and been voted into office on the promise of
implementing that platform then voters would have every expectation that the member would
give effect to that promise, however he/she must still be seen to be open to considering new
information (this may not apply to decisions made in quasi-judicial settings, such as an RMA
hearing).

Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987
The Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 sets out a list of meetings
procedures and requirements that apply to local authorities and local/community boards. Of
particular importance for the roles and conduct of members is the fact that the
chairperson has the responsibility to maintain order at meetings, but all members should accept
a personal responsibility to maintain acceptable standards of address and debate. No
member should:
•

create a disturbance or a distraction while another member is speaking;

•

be disrespectful when they refer to each other or other people; or

•

use offensive language about the Council, community board, other members, any
employee of the Council or any member of the public.

See Standing Orders for more detail.

Secret Commissions Act 1910
Under this Act it is unlawful for a member (or officer) to advise anyone to enter into a contract
with a third person and receive a gift or reward from that third person as a result, or to
present false receipts to Council.
If convicted of any offence under this Act a person can be imprisoned for up to two years,
and/or fines up to $1000. A conviction would therefore trigger the ouster provisions of the
LGA 2002 and result in the removal of the member from office.

Crimes Act 1961
Under this Act it is unlawful for a member (or officer) to:
•

accept or solicit for themselves (or anyone else) any gift or reward for acting or
not acting in relation to the business of Council; and

•

use information gained in the course of their duties for their, or another person’s,
monetary gain or advantage.

These offences are punishable by a term of imprisonment not exceeding seven years. Elected
members convicted of these offences will automatically cease to be members.
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Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013
Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (previously the Securities Act 1978) essentially places
elected members in the same position as company directors whenever Council offers stock to
the public. Elected members may be personally liable if investment documents such as a
prospectus contain untrue statements and may be liable for criminal prosecution if the
requirements of the Act are not met.

Health & Safety at Work Act 2015 (‘HSWA’)
HSWA came into force on 4 April 2016. Its focus is the protection of workers and other people
against harm to their health, safety and welfare by eliminating or minimising risks at workplaces.
The HSWA places obligations on four duty holders - a person conducting a business or
undertaking (‘PCBU’); officers of a PCBU; workers; and other people at a workplace. Council as a
PCBU holds the primary duty of care under HSWA i.e. to ensure so far as is reasonably
practicable, the health and safety of its workers and of other workers whose activities Council
influences or directs.
Each elected member is an ‘officer’ (being a person occupying a position in a body corporate that
is comparable with that of a director of a company), responsible under HSWA for exercising due
diligence to ensure that the Council is meeting its health and safety responsibilities under HSWA.
The chief executive and Executive Leadership Team are also officers under HSWA.
The due diligence duty of officers supports the primary duty of care owed by a PCBU – placing
duties on individuals whose decisions significantly influence the activities of a PCBU, therefore
influencing whether the PCBU meets its statutory duties. Unlike the chief executive and
Executive Leadership Team, elected members are not required to be directly involved in the dayto-day management of health and safety. They are, however, still required to take reasonable
steps to understand Council’s operations and health and safety risks, and to ensure that they are
managed so that the organisation meets its legal obligations under the HSWA. This duty does not
extend to ensuring that a council controlled organisation (‘CCO’) complies with the HSWA,
unless the elected member is also an ‘officer’ of that CCO.
Taking ‘reasonable steps’ requires each elected member to exercise the care, diligence and skill a
reasonable officer would exercise in the same circumstances, taking into account matters
including the nature of Council’s business, and the elected member’s position and nature of
his/her responsibilities.
Most officers can be convicted of an offence for failing to meet their due diligence obligations,
whether or not a PCBU is convicted of an offence. Elected members, however, when acting in
the capacity of an elected member of the Council are expressly exempted from prosecution.
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The Local Government Act 2002
The Local Government Act 2002 (LGA 2002) sets out the general powers of local government,
its purpose and operating principles. Provisions directly relevant to the Code include:
Personal liability of members
Although having qualified privilege, elected members can be held personally accountable for
losses incurred by a local authority where, following a report from the Auditor General under
s44 LGA 2002, it is found that one of the following applies:
a)

money belonging to, or administered by, a local authority has been unlawfully
expended; or

b)

an asset has been unlawfully sold or otherwise disposed of by the local authority;
or

c)

a liability has been unlawfully incurred by the local authority; or

d)

a local authority has intentionally or negligently failed to enforce the collection of
money it is lawfully entitled to receive.

Members will not be personally liable where they can prove that the act or failure to act
resulting in the loss occurred as a result of one of the following:
a)

without the member’s knowledge;

b)

with the member’s knowledge but against the member’s protest made at or before
the time when the loss occurred;

c)

contrary to the manner in which the member voted on the issue; and

d)

in circumstances where, although being a party to the act or failure to act, the
member acted in good faith and relied on reports, statements, financial data, or
other information from professional or expert advisers, namely staff or external
experts on the matters.

In certain situation members will also be responsible for paying the costs of proceedings (s47
LGA 2002).
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Appendix C: Process for the determination and investigation of
complaints
Step 1: Chief executive receives complaint
On receipt of a complaint under the Code the chief executive will refer the complaint to
the Chair of the Ethics Committee (“the committee”) established at the start of the triennium
(refer to section 11.2 of the Code). The chief executive will also:
•

inform the complainant that the complaint has been referred to the committee, and
refer them to the process for dealing with complaints as set out in the Code; and

•

inform the respondent that a complaint has been made against them, and refer them
to the process for dealing with complaints as set out in the Code.

Step 2: Ethics Committee makes preliminary assessment
On receipt of a complaint, the committee will assess whether:
1.
2.

4.

the complaint is frivolous, vexatious or without substance and should be dismissed;
the complaint is outside the scope of the Code and should be redirected to another
agency or process;
the subject of the complaint has previously been assessed and actions have been
completed in accordance with the Code to address the complaint;
the complaint is non-material; or

5.

the complaint is material and a full investigation is required.

3.

In making the assessment the committee may make whatever initial inquiry is necessary to
determine the appropriate course of action, including interviewing the complainant and/or
respondent. The committee has full discretion to dismiss any complaint which, in their view, fails
to meet the test of materiality. Alternatively, the committee can make recommendations to
resolve any breach of the Code that it determines is non-material.
On receiving the committee’s preliminary assessment the chief executive will:
1.

where the committee determines that a complaint is frivolous, vexatious without
substance, or has been previously resolved, inform the complainant and respondent
directly and inform other members of the committee’s decision;

2.

in cases where the committee finds that the complaint involves a potential legislative
breach which is outside the scope of the Code, forward the complaint to the
relevant agency and inform both the complainant and respondent of the action.
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Step 3: Actions where a breach is found to be non-material
If the subject of a complaint is found to be non-material the committee will inform the chief
executive and, if the committee so chooses, recommend a course of action appropriate to the
breach, such as;
•

that the complainant and/or the respondent seek guidance from the mayor;

•

that the complainant and the respondent endeavour to settle the matter informally
with the assistance of the committee, if required;

•

that the complainant and/or the respondent attend appropriate courses or
programmes to increase their knowledge and understanding of the matters leading
to the complaint.

The chief executive will advise both the complainant and the respondent of the committee’s
decision and any recommendations, neither of which are open to challenge. Any
recommendations made in response to a non-material breach are non-binding on the
complainant, the respondent and the Council.

Step 4: Investigator makes preliminary assessment
Where the committee has determined that a complaint may be material, or the alleged breach
that is the subject of the complaint relates to section 7 of the Code (Information), the chief
executive shall refer the complaint to an approved independent investigator (refer to section
11.2 of the Code).
Any documents or other material gathered by the committee shall be made available to the
independent investigator.
The following process then follows:
On receipt of a complaint the investigator will assess whether:
1.

the complaint is frivolous, vexatious or without substance and should be dismissed;

2.

the complaint is outside the scope of the Code and should be redirected to
another agency or process;

3.
4.

the subject of the complaint has previously been assessed and actions have been
completed in accordance with the Code to address the complaint;
the complaint is non-material; and

5.

the complaint is material and a full investigation is required.

In making the assessment the investigator may make whatever initial inquiry is necessary to
determine the appropriate course of action. The investigator has full discretion to dismiss any
complaint which, in their view, fails to meet the test of materiality.
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On receiving the investigator’s preliminary assessment the chief executive will:
1.

where an investigator determines that a complaint is frivolous, vexatious or
without substance, or has been previously resolved, inform the complainant and
respondent directly and inform other members (if there are no grounds for
confidentiality) of the investigator’s decision;

2.

in cases where the investigator finds that the complaint involves a potential
legislative breach which is outside the scope of the Code, forward the complaint
to the relevant agency and inform both the complainant and respondent of the
action.

Step 5: Actions where a breach is found to be non-material by investigator
If the subject of a complaint is found to be non-material the investigator will inform the chief
executive and, if they choose, recommend a course of action appropriate to the breach, such as;
•

that the complainant and or the respondent seek guidance from the mayor;

•

that the complainant and the respondent endeavour to settle the matter informally
with the assistance of an independent mediator, if required

•

that the complainant and or the respondent attend appropriate courses or
programmes to increase their knowledge and understanding of the matters leading
to the complaint.

The chief executive will advise both the complainant and the respondent of the investigator’s
decision and any recommendations, neither of which are open to challenge. Any
recommendations made in response to a non-material breach are non-binding on the
complainant, respondent and the Council.

Step 6: Actions where a breach is found to be material
If the subject of a complaint is found to be material the investigator will inform the chief
executive, who will inform the complainant and respondent. The investigator will then prepare
a report for the Council on the seriousness of the breach.
In preparing that report the investigator may:
•

consult with the complainant, the respondent and any other affected parties;

•

undertake a hearing with relevant parties;

•

refer to any relevant documents or information; and/or

•

make any recommendation in relation to a penalty, or course of action, as
appropriate.

On receipt of the investigator’s report the chief executive will prepare a report for the Council,
which will meet to consider the findings and determine whether or not a penalty, or some other
form of action, will be imposed. The chief executive’s report will include the full report
prepared by the investigator.
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Before reporting to the Council, the chief executive will share the investigator’s report with the
complainant and respondent under strict confidentiality inviting them to reply in writing as to
whether they agree to the findings and whether they wish to make a written submission for
consideration by the Council. The complainant and respondent must not disclose or discuss the
investigator’s report with any person other than the chief executive and/or the mayor (or
deputy mayor, as appropriate), or his/her legal representative or support person, prior to the
Council meeting being held to determine the complaint.

Step 7: Process for considering the investigator’s report
The investigator’s report will be considered by the Council, or any other body that the Council
may resolve, noting that the process will meet the principles set out in section 11.1 of the Code.
Before making any decision in respect of the investigator’s report the Council will give the
member against whom the complaint has been made an opportunity to appear and speak in their
own defence. Members with an interest in the proceedings, including the complainant and the
respondent, may not otherwise take part in these proceedings.
The form of penalty that might be applied will depend on the nature of the breach and may
include actions set out in clause 11.6 of the Code.
The report, including recommendations from the independent investigator, will be heard and
accepted by the Council in an open meeting without debate, unless grounds for excluding the
public exist.
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